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From: andreedesjardins13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of A.Desjardins
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:20:05 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
A. Desjardins
andreedesjardins13@gmail.com



mailto:andreedesjardins13@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:andreedesjardins13@gmail.com

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: zengirl59@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tami Hillman
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:32:45 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Tami Hillman
137 Oak Ave  Cocoa Beach, FL 32931-4825
zengirl59@gmail.com



mailto:zengirl59@everyactioncustom.com
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From: evaandreej@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrée Desjardins
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:19:35 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Andrée Desjardins
evaandreej@videotron.ca



mailto:evaandreej@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:evaandreej@videotron.ca
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From: cosmicdiva125@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janet Erdei
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:31:12 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Janet Erdei
90 Kings Dr  Florissant, MO 63034-1316
cosmicdiva125@yahoo.com



mailto:cosmicdiva125@everyactioncustom.com
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From: somewhereintime-13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andree Desjardins
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:18:50 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Andree Desjardins
somewhereintime-13@outlook.com



mailto:somewhereintime-13@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:somewhereintime-13@outlook.com

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: starrsab@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Starr Sabga
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:30:39 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Dr. Starr Sabga
starrsab@live.com



mailto:starrsab@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:starrsab@live.com

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: sugaree01@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Whitney Watters
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:29:42 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Whitney Watters
24 Riberia St  Saint Augustine, FL 32084-3591
sugaree01@aol.com



mailto:sugaree01@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:sugaree01@aol.com
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From: l.genoud@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Litc
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:18:26 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ann Litc
l.genoud@aol.com



mailto:l.genoud@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:l.genoud@aol.com

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: leticia.y.torres@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Let Y Tor
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:30:23 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Miss Let Y Tor
Pereyra 16  cdmx, Distrito Federal 03300
leticia.y.torres@gmail.com



mailto:leticia.y.torres@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:leticia.y.torres@gmail.com

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: fullwatts76@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jason Starr
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:17:03 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Dr Jason Starr
10915 S Oketo Ave  Worth, IL 60482-1007
fullwatts76@yahoo.com



mailto:fullwatts76@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:fullwatts76@yahoo.com

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: guymtvalentin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marie-Therese Valentin
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:29:06 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Marie-Therese Valentin
216 E Main St  Montpelier, OH 43543-1184
guymtvalentin@gmail.com



mailto:guymtvalentin@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:guymtvalentin@gmail.com

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: jeh5179@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jayne Rulo
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:13:30 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Jayne Rulo
697 Ripley 21N-10  Doniphan, MO 63935-0016
jeh5179@yahoo.com



mailto:jeh5179@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:jeh5179@yahoo.com

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: powerstewart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stewart Power
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:27:31 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mr. Stewart Power
13 Redvers Road Christchurch,  BH23 3AT
powerstewart@aol.com



mailto:powerstewart@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:powerstewart@aol.com

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: iymawingnut@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charla Miller
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:12:30 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Charla Miller
1144 W 24th St  Merced, CA 95340-3545
iymawingnut@gmail.com



mailto:iymawingnut@everyactioncustom.com
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From: gardiens-de-lantiquite@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marie-Carmen GONZALEZ
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:27:29 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Marie-Carmen GONZALEZ
160 CHEMIN DE LA CALADE  Villeveyrac, TN 34560
gardiens-de-lantiquite@orange.fr



mailto:gardiens-de-lantiquite@everyactioncustom.com
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From: susanabrams1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Abrams
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:11:36 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Susan Abrams
5287 Lakeside Dr  Mason, OH 45040-1770
susanabrams1@hotmail.com



mailto:susanabrams1@everyactioncustom.com
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From: psamour@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patty Samour
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:22:38 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Patty Samour
3614 1st Ave  Urbancrest, OH 43123-1314
psamour@yahoo.com



mailto:psamour@everyactioncustom.com
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From: aonid2000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Donahue
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:09:50 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Donahue
56 Crescent Dr  Milford, CT 06460-5030
aonid2000@yahoo.com



mailto:aonid2000@everyactioncustom.com
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From: ann.taylor177@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Taylor
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:09:49 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Ann Taylor
177b Barugh Lane Barugh Green Barnsley Barnsley, GB S75 1LJ
ann.taylor177@gmail.com



mailto:ann.taylor177@everyactioncustom.com
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From: many-blessings@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of sophia tuscan
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:22:37 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care.


 In fact, it’s almost unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal.


 Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for
decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
sophia tuscan
8690 Bayberry Ave  Fresno, CA 93722
many-blessings@outlook.com



mailto:many-blessings@everyactioncustom.com
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From: kikide12@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen DeSalvo
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:22:05 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Karen DeSalvo
8 Emily Pl  Palm Coast, FL 32137-2235
kikide12@yahoo.com



mailto:kikide12@everyactioncustom.com
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From: judybrume@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judy Brumbaugh
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:36:26 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Judy Brumbaugh
The Villages, FL 32163
judybrume@aol.com



mailto:judybrume@everyactioncustom.com
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From: wendypaddick699@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Paddick
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:18:45 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms Wendy Paddick
95 East Ave Oxford  OX4 1XR
wendypaddick699@outlook.com



mailto:wendypaddick699@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dwardshark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of d w
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:07:58 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
d w
39 P  Pueblo, CO 81008
dwardshark@hotmail.com



mailto:dwardshark@everyactioncustom.com
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From: spesh19@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah John
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:05:49 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Miss Sarah John
63 Worple avenue, Isleworth Isleworth Isleworth, London TW7 7HY
spesh19@hotmail.com



mailto:spesh19@everyactioncustom.com
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From: rsternburg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robin Sternburg
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:51:08 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms Robin Sternburg
5373 Roundup Rd  Norco, CA 92860-2442
rsternburg@charter.net



mailto:rsternburg@everyactioncustom.com
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From: skiptee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randall Smith
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:29:25 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mr. Randall Smith
316 8th St S Unit 501 Saint Petersburg, FL 33701-4021
skiptee@att.net



mailto:skiptee@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dwardshark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of d w
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:05:23 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
d w
39 P  Pueblo, CO 81008
dwardshark@hotmail.com



mailto:dwardshark@everyactioncustom.com
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From: gretres@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gretchen Stallworth
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:32:28 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms Gretchen Stallworth
7720 Secret Shore Dr Unit 202 Las Vegas, NV 89128-6641
gretres@aol.com



mailto:gretres@everyactioncustom.com
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From: gflee2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greg Fleenor
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:29:24 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mr. Greg Fleenor
316 8th St S Unit 501 Saint Petersburg, FL 33701-4021
gflee2@att.net
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From: kerstinlehtmets@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kerstin Lehtmets
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:50:43 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Miss Kerstin Lehtmets
Tallinn,
kerstinlehtmets@windowslive.com



mailto:kerstinlehtmets@everyactioncustom.com
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From: marybelloakland@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Bell
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:04:38 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Bell
204 Farm View Ln  Oakland, MD 21550-6981
marybelloakland@gmail.com



mailto:marybelloakland@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Matta
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:27:19 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Matta
10817 Cedar St  Riverview, FL 33569-5149
dawnmanny@verizon.net



mailto:dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com
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From: lidiabaltazar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lídia Baltazar
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:49:54 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Lídia Baltazar
lidiabaltazar@hotmail.com



mailto:lidiabaltazar@everyactioncustom.com
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From: kirsten.henry@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kirsten Henry
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:03:17 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Kirsten Henry
kirsten.henry@hotmail.com



mailto:kirsten.henry@everyactioncustom.com
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From: cobbking11@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of robert cobb
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:42:30 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mr robert cobb
821 View Harbour Rd  Knoxville, TN 37934-7004
cobbking11@aol.com



mailto:cobbking11@everyactioncustom.com
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From: seamello54@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of N.D.Barnes
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:57:05 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. N. D. Barnes
Rossville, GA 30741
seamello54@gmail.com



mailto:seamello54@everyactioncustom.com
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From: eleonor.ballot@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eleonor Ballot
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:49:30 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Eleonor Ballot
eleonor.ballot@hotmail.fr



mailto:eleonor.ballot@everyactioncustom.com
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From: interchg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dory Feldmann
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:47:46 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dory Feldmann
5950 SW 112th St  Pinecrest, FL 33156-5019
interchg@bellsouth.net
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From: jcherr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of J Cherr
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:56:00 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mr. J Cherr
300 E 5th St  New York, NY 10003-8803
jcherr@hotmail.com



mailto:jcherr@everyactioncustom.com
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From: linross7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Ross
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:47:43 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Linda Ross
2303 Ridgeland St  Memphis, TN 38119-7217
linross7@comcast.net



mailto:linross7@everyactioncustom.com
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From: cbaumung@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of clay baumung
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:55:01 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mr. clay baumung
662 38 St  Brandon, MB R7B 2S7
cbaumung@mts.net



mailto:cbaumung@everyactioncustom.com
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From: jclare2181@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jan Clare
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:47:42 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Jan Clare
1005 Raintree Lane
jclare2181@rogers.com



mailto:jclare2181@everyactioncustom.com
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From: littleredrose67@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele Pacheco
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:53:23 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Michele Pacheco
2035 N Shorewood Ave  Upland, CA 91784-1565
littleredrose67@gmail.com
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From: phyljune10@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phyllis Orner
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:47:24 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Phyllis Orner
14 Arborway Ter  Jamaica Plain, MA 02130-2754
phyljune10@gmail.com



mailto:phyljune10@everyactioncustom.com
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From: smilindc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah Chronister
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:39:42 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Deborah Chronister
1590 SW 152nd Pl  Ocala, FL 34473-8848
smilindc@hotmail.com



mailto:smilindc@everyactioncustom.com
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From: d.krems@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of dagmar krems
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:46:03 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
dagmar krems
d.krems@outlook.com



mailto:d.krems@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Matta
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:27:15 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Matta
10817 Cedar St  Riverview, FL 33569-5149
dawnmanny@verizon.net



mailto:dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Matta
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:26:42 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Matta
10817 Cedar St  Riverview, FL 33569-5149
dawnmanny@verizon.net



mailto:dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dag.krems@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of dagmar krems
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:45:29 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
dagmar krems
dag.krems@gmail.com



mailto:dag.krems@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Matta
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:26:18 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Matta
10817 Cedar St  Riverview, FL 33569-5149
dawnmanny@verizon.net



mailto:dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com
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From: carousart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ekaterini tina caroussos
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:45:06 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. ekaterini tina caroussos
QC
carousart@aol.com



mailto:carousart@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Matta
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:26:14 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Matta
10817 Cedar St  Riverview, FL 33569-5149
dawnmanny@verizon.net



mailto:dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com
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From: cielitolindostudiomx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anke Stobrava
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:31:02 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Miss Anke Stobrava
11700 Wallstreet  San Antonio, TX 78230-1718
cielitolindostudiomx@gmail.com



mailto:cielitolindostudiomx@everyactioncustom.com
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From: jessicachandunn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Dunn
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:44:49 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Jessica Dunn
4558 E Cochise Rd  Phoenix, AZ 85028-4238
jessicachandunn@cox.net



mailto:jessicachandunn@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Matta
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:25:40 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Matta
10817 Cedar St  Riverview, FL 33569-5149
dawnmanny@verizon.net



mailto:dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Matta
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:25:28 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Matta
10817 Cedar St  Riverview, FL 33569-5149
dawnmanny@verizon.net



mailto:dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com
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From: jeffian.meyers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeffrey Meyers
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:40:42 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mr. Jeffrey Meyers
40811 N 7th St  Phoenix, AZ 85086-7115
jeffian.meyers@gmail.com



mailto:jeffian.meyers@everyactioncustom.com
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From: zootiex@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marilyn Kruse
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:39:44 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Marilyn Kruse
29 Evergreen Ln  Carpentersville, IL 60110-1617
zootiex@yahoo.com
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From: dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Matta
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:25:15 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Matta
10817 Cedar St  Riverview, FL 33569-5149
dawnmanny@verizon.net



mailto:dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com
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From: dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Matta
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:25:10 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Matta
10817 Cedar St  Riverview, FL 33569-5149
dawnmanny@verizon.net



mailto:dawnmanny@everyactioncustom.com

mailto:dawnmanny@verizon.net

mailto:cookcounty.board@cookcountyil.gov






From: lae1970@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lori Esposito
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:38:36 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Lori Esposito
3421 Charleson St  Annandale, VA 22003-1609
lae1970@gmail.com
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From: amywlff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Wolff
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:23:08 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Amy Wolff
277 Sheffield St  Waterbury, CT 06704-1010
amywlff@yahoo.com
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From: Madamgrammybird@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dianna Holland
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:36:38 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Dianna Holland
6101 Morris St  Philadelphia, PA 19144-3763
Madamgrammybird@gmail.com



mailto:Madamgrammybird@everyactioncustom.com
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From: srsmitty91@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robina Smith
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:22:00 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Ms. Robina Smith
srsmitty91@gmail.com



mailto:srsmitty91@everyactioncustom.com
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From: pattiharter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patti Harter
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:33:28 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Patti Harter
118 K St NE  Ephrata, WA 98823-1748
pattiharter@q.com
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From: mlclubb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Clubb
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 4:39:39 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Mrs. Mary Clubb
1703 Campos Dr  The Villages, FL 32162-8522
mlclubb@juno.com
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From: suzy.taddei@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jean Durieux
To: CookCounty Board (Secretary to the Board)
Subject: A bigger cage is not the answer — send Rocky the coyote to the sanctuary that will care for him
Date: Tuesday, August 30, 2022 3:33:21 PM


External Message Disclaimer


This message originated from an external source. Please use proper judgment and caution when opening
attachments, clicking links, or responding to this email.


Dear Cook County Board Cook County Board,


As someone who is concerned with the welfare of captive animals, I’m writing to urge you to abandon your
inhumane plan to keep Rocky the coyote at the River Trail Nature Center and ask that you instead send him to The
Wild Animal Sanctuary in Colorado.


Meeting the guidelines set by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is certainly not something to be proud of,
as it’s well known that the USDA’s standards suggest the absolute bare minimum of care. In fact, it’s almost
unheard of for the USDA to act decisively on behalf of any animal. Another excuse is that the Cook County Forest
Preserve’s Animal Ambassador Program has been around for decades. This does not mean it is acceptable to confine
a wild animal in the name of education.


The ‘Animals-First Approach’ insisted that cage expansion is not necessary nor urgent. With recommendations like
this, perhaps the “Animals-Last Approach” would be a more suitable name. Additionally, The Forest Preserve has
no plans to ever provide Rocky with a companion, so he is essentially a prisoner in solitary confinement. Most
people realize how cruel it is to keep any animal in a cage, and a social animal isolated, for any extended length of
time. Nobody needs biased reports to prove this obvious fact.


Please reverse your inhumane decision. Don’t waste Cook County taxpayer dollars on a cage for a wild animal and
allow Rocky to live out his life at a legitimate sanctuary.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Sincerely,
Jean Durieux
121 Traverse des Charmettes Le Fortin Six-Fours-les-Plages,  83140
suzy.taddei@gmail.com
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